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By Richard Bhella
For many of us, our 25th birthday marks a transition 

from youthful exuberance to responsible (one might 
even say mundane) adulthood. In March 2021, the old-
est continuously-running multigun match came of age, 
but the event was anything but boring.

Superstition Mountain Mystery 3-Gun Championship 
(SMM3G) was the 1996 brainchild of Arizona police 

the legendary Soldier of Fortune matches back to his 
home range – Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club.

The Rules
Along with the new match came a new rule set; 

International Multigun Association (IMA) rules, with 
their Time-Plus-Penalties scoring, charted a very dif-
ferent path from traditional IPSC “Hit Factor.” SMM3G 
quickly built a reputation for high round counts, chal-
lenging targets and fast gun handling that keeps com-
petitors coming back year after year.

Over the ensuing quarter-century, as multigun com-
petition grew from unsteady toddler to rowdy teenager, 
IMA rules established themselves as the Gold Standard 
for match administration. In recent years, however, 
these rules have evolved to address changing tactics and 
technologies. Two particularly impactful updates to IMA 

• Stealth Division debuted in 2016 as a way of 
accommodating emerging new innovations like slide-
mounted red-dot optics on carry handguns and du-

would push the competitor into Open Division under 
less-enlightened rules.

• 2-Gun Division -
gun, was brand new to SMM3G in 2020. Despite some 
initial resistance from traditional 3-Gun die-hards, the 
community has come to accept it as an inevitable evo-
lution of the sport as fewer and fewer new shooters are 
interested in what they see as an increasingly esoteric 
and outdated shotgun platform.

While these changes may not seem particularly im-

lower the barrier to participation by the neophyte, the 
burned-out and many in-between. As a consequence, 
SMM3G has managed to avoid the stagnation that 
some other multigun events have fallen victim to in 
recent years – in 2021, the match was expanded to 
accommodate more shooters than ever before, and it 

registration opening.
The Patriot
Despite enthusiasm surrounding the 25th anniver-

sary, SMM3G 2021 was tinged with sadness. The loss 
of long-time friend of the match Frank DeSomma was 
felt by everyone. Frank was not just the President of 
top-tier AR manufacturer and SMM3G title sponsor Pa-
triot Ordnance Factory – he was also a patriot second 

a patriotic theme in his honor.
Many of the stage names harked back to important 

moments in American history – “Fort Ticonderoga,” 

MultiGun Grows Up
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The Redcoats are coming!
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“Declaration of Independence,” and “Bunker Hill.” 
Others, such as “A Dog is a Fine Meal” and “Aim 
Small, Miss Small” made tongue-in-cheek reference to 
the Revolutionary War-era blockbuster movie starring 
Mel Gibson.

Each stage presented its own unique combination 
of challenges, with competitors having to master quick 

precision shooting at targets set in the beautiful So-
noran Desert terrain. One particularly intimidating 

the stage named “One Tyrant 300 Yards Away” – yes, it 
was that far.

Without doubt, the most memorable stage of the 
match was “Lexington and Concord,” an all-steel shot-

in time to 1775 by dressing the targets up as invading 

shooting positions on stacked powder casks.
All of the stages were carefully designed to create 

enjoyable shooting challenges for both 2- and 3-gun-

had a fair shake.

The Gear
With six equipment divisions to choose from, there 

was something for everyone at SMM3G 2021.
An interesting trend in recent years has been a 

steady growth in Open 3-Gun, which is being driven 
by ready availability of inexpensive-yet-reliable 
imported shotguns feeding from a detachable box 
magazine. For folks who like what a shotgun does 

-
azine by hand, the latest crop of Open shotguns is 
a dream come true. In 2021, this trend drove Open 
Division participation numbers to surpass all other 
divisions.

As expected, the next most popular division was 
Tactical 3-Gun, in large part because its equipment 
rules are the closest thing to a national standard as can 
be found in the sport. If you are traveling from almost 
anywhere in the World, choosing Tactical is like press-
ing the easy button.

The newest IMA divisions – Stealth and 2-Gun – 
proved popular too, representing 11 percent and 20 
percent of competitors respectively. As shooters be-
come more familiar with what these divisions offer, 
they will continue to gain traction.

Dakota Overland takes on the British square.

Lee Weinstein on “Declaration of Independence.”
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Sponsorship & Awards
SMM3G 2021 boasted what is undoubtedly one of 

the richest prize tables in the action shooting sports. 
This has only been possible through the generous sup-
port of sponsors, like Dillon Precision, that believe in 
the importance of multigun competition as an incu-
bator for modern shooting excellence. At a time when 

-
tainable, these loyal supporters really came through to 
ensure everyone walked away from the prize table with 
a smile on their face.

In addition to putting products on the prize table, 
sponsors made guns and ammo available to compet-
itors and spectators in the demonstration range and 
showed their wares in the exhibition area (which, in 

deference to prevailing norms, was located outdoors).
The award ceremony saw beautiful laser-cut trophies 

going to top-placed shooters in each equipment divi-
sion and category, including this author who limped 
his way to victory as High Senior.

That most patriotic of patriots, Benjamin Franklin, 
once said “Life’s tragedy is that we get old too soon and 
wise too late.” As the sport of multigun action shooting 
continues growing into middle-age, the SMM3G team is 
determined to remain at the forefront of thought leader-
ship and to keep offering the World-class shooting chal-
lenge its loyal customers have come to expect.
To learn more about SMM3G and the other events 

run by the Rio Salado Multigun crew, 
visit riomultigun.com.

Dillon  shooter Anthony Luciani lights up the mover at 300 yards.

High Lady Dakota Overland on “Lexington & Concord.”

Rifle bipods are allowed in most IMA divisions.


